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N SCALE CONTAINER RETRO-FIT UNDERFRAMES  
FOR STACKING COMPATIBILITY WITH ATLAS & JTC ‘ISO’ CONTAINERS 

 

For SCALE TRAINS brand 53’ reefer containers – These injection molded, retro-fit underframes have three magnets, metal top plates and new ‘IBC” 

pin locations that match up with ISO 40’ containers or two 20’ containers to allow stacking on TOP. The IBC pins Mate with JTC 40' HC containers 

with Magnets, JTC 20' std. containers with Magnets; JTC Open/Canvas top containers with Magnets, the Atlas 40' container, and future JTC 1:160 

scale containers. Modelers will need to remove the reefer details from the stock unit and re-attached them to the new JTC underframe. Outer 

magnets align with the center of the JTC 20’ containers. Item # 115101 

 
 

For SCALE TRAINS brand 53’ dry box container –  Kits-These injection molded, retro-fit underframes will have three magnets each, metal top plates 

and new ‘IBC’ pin locations that match up with ISO 40’ containers or two 20’ containers to allow stacking on TOP. The IBC pins Mate with JTC 40' HC 

containers with Magnets, JTC 20' std. containers with Magnets; JTC Open/Canvas top containers with Magnets, the Atlas 40' container, and future 

JTC 1:160 scale containers.  

Outer magnets align with the center of the JTC 20’ containers. Item # 115102 

 
 

 

Now you can Prototypically stack and secure your Scale Trains brand 53’ and Micro-Trains brand 53’ & 48’ containers on top of the 

existing Atlas 40’ container, the New JTC 40’ HC, the New JTC 20’ std, and JTC 40’ open top containers, as well as future JTC 

containers, using magnets and IBC PINS, or magnets alone. 

 JTC offers these injection molded, replacement underframes in kit packages of three.  

Each package has 3 replacement underframes (3 magnets each underframe), and 3 metal top plates, to be installed by modeler. 

Outer magnets align with the center of 20’ containers when stacking on top of the JTC 20 footers. 
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For Micro-Trains brand – These underframes come with three installed Magnets, AND metal plates to attach to the inside top of the M-T container. 

This will add the JTC magnetic system and give magnetic compatibility for stacking on TOP of the JTC 40' HC containers with Magnets, JTC 20' std. 

containers with Magnets; JTC Open/Canvas top containers with Magnets, Atlas brand 40’ containers with magnetic kit, Other M-T containers with 

this kit, on top of the Scale Trains containers that have our magnetic kit and future JTC 1:160 scale containers.  

Sold in packages to convert 3 models. Modelers will need to remove the M-T cast on IBC pins for compatibility with other brand models. 

Micro-Train 53’ dry container # 115103    -     Micro-Train 48’ dry container # 115104  

 
 

For Atlas brand 40’ dry box containers - These underframes come with three Magnets, AND metal plates to attach to the inside top of the Atlas 40’ 

container. This will add the JTC magnetic system and give magnetic compatibility with JTC 40' HC containers with Magnets, JTC 20' std. containers 

with Magnets, JTC Open/Canvas top containers with Magnets, other Atlas brand 40’ containers with this kit, and future JTC 1:160 scale containers.  

The existing ISO IBC pins are correctly placed and match JTC containers. Sold in packages to convert 3 models. 

Atlas 40’ std. height dry container - #115105 

 

N SCALE RETRO-FIT UNDERFRAME KITS;  

Each kit package contains 3 new underframes with installed magnets & 3 metal top plates. 

Retro-fit underframe Description Stock # msrp $ 

S-T 53' reefer 3-pak 115101 11.99 

S-T 53' Dry box 3-pak 115102 11.99 

M-T 53' Dry box 3-pak 115103 11.99 

M-T 48' Dry box 3-pak 115104 11.99 

Atlas 40' std. box 3-pak 115105 11.99 

 


